Greetings,

This will be our last newsletter of the academic year. We are grateful for your input and support this year as we continue to grow the IDIA.

Don't forget to share the IDIA Predoctoral opportunity with your students.

Deadline: May 06, 2024, 11:59 PM EST

More information here.

While the newsletter is on hiatus, please keep an eye on your inbox. We will continue to send you research and funding opportunities via the IDIA listserv as we learn about them.

The Weekly will be back in your inbox in August. Please don’t hesitate to contact us, and don’t forget to connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn to stay up-to-date on all the latest IDIA news.

And one last reminder to take a moment to check if you’re affiliated with us. If you’re not and you’d like to be, please submit your affiliation request here.

We wish you a great end to the semester and look forward to all the exciting things next year will bring.
Did you know that, as an IDIA faculty affiliate, you are eligible to:

- Compete for internally funded IDIA projects
- Receive support for IDIA-relevant events
- Become part of the dynamic multidisciplinary faculty network focused on digital techniques and technologies to advance fields as diverse as finance, education, built infrastructure, science, economics, agriculture, health, transportation, entertainment, national security, and social justice.

There is no financial burden to you or your departments for affiliation with the institute. Participation in IDIA does not prevent its members from being associated with other university centers. If you are not already affiliated, we encourage you to submit your profile here.
We are eager to hear from you! As we work with your colleges to compile updates on digital innovation-related research activities at Mason, we would love to hear about your research activities, awards, and recent publications. Please share any successes, concerns, or ideas with us at idiaz@gmu.edu
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